
BUILD
AND GIVE

TEAM BUILDING PROGRAM



What is your company
doing to achieve your
communication and
conflict resolution goals?

We at Creative Energy Options, Inc. have a

theory about leveraging the competitive spirit

of teamwork to increase strategic thinking,

while gaining new skills in collaboration, and

increasing productivity.

What are you doing
to achieve your
productivity goals?

This same concept has helped other clients of

ours improve skills while gaining new ones, all

while having fun...with the end result being an

investment in the children within their own

communities.

What is the vision you
have for your
company’s team?

Developing common goals through a highly

interactive and engaging task of building

bicycles can be fun and educational! The  end

result is equally as gratifying as you and your

team give the bikes you built to children from

a partnering charity of your choice.
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Each team from your company comes together for the pur-

pose of developing common goals through highly interactive

and engaging tasks while they are building bicycles.  The end

results being that each individual member will know their

strengths and what is vital for team co-operation. The give

back is when all the team building challenges are completed,

each team will have a brand new shiny bike to donate to a

child through one of your local partnering charities.  Not only

do your teams gain new skills, but they are creating a model

of team philanthropy and giving back to children within your

local community.

The Build and Give program is designed to address

7 Core Competencies for Building a Better Team!

The Build and Give session is designed to not only build

bikes, but equally as important, to build core competencies

of team work.  Each of the challenges within the program is

designed to address these 7 C’s:

● Common Goal—members embrace the goal

● Commitment—buying into the goal and group

accountability

● Complementary Roles—understanding and drawing

from unique strengths of each member

● Clear Communication—needed for team success

● Constructive Conflict—must be willing to face some

conflict and differences of opinion and work through it,

not bury it under the rug

● Cohesion—members like to work together, they have fun

● Credible Leadership—creates the environment that

allows the team to perform to their full potential

The real-life, action oriented skills can be taken back to the

office and put into action immediately!

For your exclusively designed team building proposal,

contact Sylvia@ceoptions.com or phone 570-636-3858

Here is the GIVE BACK from
the Build and Give programs
completed challenges!

BUILD AND GIVE
TEAM RESULTS
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